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Abstract
Speaker recognition is a well known and studied task in the
speech processing domain. It has many applications, either for
security or speaker adaptation of personal devices. In this pa-
per, we present a new paradigm for automatic speaker recogni-
tion that we call Interactive Speaker Recognition (ISR). In this
paradigm, the recognition system aims to incrementally build a
representation of the speakers by requesting personalized utter-
ances to be spoken in contrast to the standard text-dependent or
text-independent schemes. To do so, we cast the speaker recog-
nition task into a sequential decision-making problem that we
solve with Reinforcement Learning. Using a standard dataset,
we show that our method achieves excellent performance while
using little speech signal amounts. This method could also be
applied as an utterance selection mechanism for building speech
synthesis systems.
Index Terms: active speaker recognition, reinforcement learn-
ing, deep learning, iterative representation learning
1. Introduction
”Good words are worth much and cost little.” - George Herbert
In many speech-based applications, the construction of a
speaker representation is required [1]. Automatic Speaker
Recognition (ASR) and Speech Synthesis are some examples
that have recently made steady progress by leveraging large
amounts of data and neural networks. Text-To-Speech (TTS)
convincingly encompasses someone’s voice [2], and modern
Speaker Recognition systems identify a speaker [1] among
thousands of possible candidates with high accuracy. Speaker
recognition systems are trained to extract speaker-specific fea-
tures from speech signals, and during evaluation, test speaker
utterances are compared with the already existing utterances.
However, dozen of test recordings are necessary, limiting usage
when interacting with humans. When identifying a speaker or
trying to create a convincing TTS system, only some key fea-
tures might be necessary, such as certain inflexions or speech
mannerisms. In this paper, we build a speaker recognition sys-
tem that can identify a speaker by using a limited and personal-
ized number of words. Instead of relying on full test utterance
across all individuals, we interact with the speakers to iteratively
select the most discriminative words.
Some pronunciation might be typical of certain speakers.
For example, the phoneme ’r’ might be pronounced differently
depending on your accent. Thus starting with general phoneme
and refining based on the utterances received could result in bet-
ter recognition systems. More generally, a desirable feature of
speaker recognition is to adapt its strategy to the current speaker
as important features vary from person to person.
Here we propose to envision the problem of building a rep-
resentation of the speaker as a sequential decision-making prob-
lem. The system we want to develop will select words that a
speaker must utter so that it can be recognized as fast as possi-
ble. Reinforcement learning (RL) [3] is a framework to solve
such sequential decision-making problems. It has been used in
speech-based applications such as dialog [4, 5] but not to the
problem of speaker identification (note that [6] combines RL
and phones similarity). We adapt a standard RL algorithm to
interact with a speaker to maximize the identification accuracy
given as little data as possible. After introducing an Interactive
Speaker Recognition (ISR) game based on the TIMIT dataset
to simulate the speaker ASR interaction, we show that the RL
agent builds an iterative strategy that achieves better recognition
performance while querying only a few words.
Our contributions are thus:
1. to introduce the Interactive Speaker Recognition as an inter-
active game between the SR module and a human (Sec. 2);
2. to formalize ISR as a Markov Decision Process [7] so as to
solve the problem with RL (Sec. 3);
3. to introduce a practical Deep RL ISR model, and train it on
actual data (Sec. 4).
Finally, we test our method on the TIMIT dataset and show that
ISR model successfully personalized the words it requests to-
ward improving speaker identification, outperforming two non-
interactive baselines (Sec. 5).
2. Interactive Speaker Recognition Game
In this paper, we aim to design an Interactive Speaker Recogni-
tion (ISR) module that identifies a speaker from a list of speak-
ers only by requesting to utter a few user-specific words. To do
so, we first formalize the ISR task as an interactive game involv-
ing the speaker and the ISR module. We then define the notation
used to formally describe the game before detailing how we de-
signed the ISR module.
2.1. Game Rules
To instantiate the ISR game, we first build a list of random indi-
viduals, or guests. Each guest is characterized by a few spoken
sentences (enrolment phase), which act as their signature that
we call voice print. In a second step, we label one of the guests
as the target speaker that we aim to identify. Hence a game is
defined byK guests characterized withK voice prints, and one
of these guests is labeled as the speaker.
As the game starts, the K voice prints are provided to the
ISR module, and it needs to identify the speaker among the
guests. To do so, the ISR engine may interact with the speaker,
but it can only request the speaker to utter T words within a
predefined vocabulary list. At each turn of the game, the ISR
module asks the speaker to say a word, the speaker pronounces
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Figure 1: Interactive Speaker Recognition game overview
it, and the ISR engine updates its internal speaker representa-
tion, as detailed in subsection 4.3, before asking the next word.
Again, the ISR module may only request T words. Thus, it
needs to carefully choose them to correctly identify the speaker.
2.2. Game notation
A game is composed of a list ofK guests characterized by their
voice print g = [gk]Kk=1 where g is a subset from a larger group
of registered guests G of size G, and a predefined vocabulary
V of size V . The ISR module aims at building a list of words
w = [wt]
T
t=1 ∈ V to be uttered by the speaker. The uttered
version ofw is x = {xt}Tt=1, where xt is the representation of
word wt pronounced by the speaker. Note that, for a given w,
x differs from one speaker to another.
2.3. Modelling the Speaker Recognition Module
From a machine learning perspective, we aim to design an ISR
module that actively builds an internal speaker representation
to perform voice print classification. As further discussed in
subsection 4.2, this setting differs from standard SR methods
that rely on generic but often long utterances [8]. In practice,
we can split this task into two sub-modules: 1) an interactive
module that queries the speaker to build the representation, and
2) a module that performs the voice print classification. In the
following, we refer to these modules as enquirer and guesser.
Formally, the guesser must retrieve the speaker in a list ofK
guests characterized by their voice print gk ∈ g and a sequence
of words x uttered by the speaker g∗ ∈ g. Thus, the guesser has
to link the speaker’s uttered words to the speaker’s voice print.
The enquirer must select the next word wt+1 ∈ V that should
be pronounced by the speaker given a list of K guests and the
sequence of t previously spoken words [xt′ ]tt′=1. Thus, the en-
quirer’s goal is to pick the word that maximizes the guesser’s
success rate. Therefore, the ISR module first queries the speaker
with the enquirer. Once the T words are collected, they are for-
warded to the guesser to perform the speaker retrieval. In prac-
tice, this artificial split allows training the guesser with vanilla
supervised learning, i.e., by randomly sampling words to re-
trieve speakers. The enquirer can hence be trained through re-
inforcement learning, as explained in the next section.
3. Speaker Recognition as a RL Problem
Reinforcement Learning addresses the problem of sequential
decision making under uncertainty, where an agent interacts
with the environment to maximize its cumulative reward [3]. In
this paper, we aim at maximizing the guesser success ratio by
allowing the enquirer to interact with the speaker, which makes
RL a natural fit to solve the task. In this section, we thus pro-
vide the necessary RL terminology before relating the enquirer
to the RL setting and defining the optimization protocol.
3.1. Markov Decision Process
In RL, the environment is modeled as a Markov Decision Pro-
cess (MDP), where the MDP is formally defined as a tuple
{S,A,P,R, γ} [7, 9]. At each time step t, the agent is in a
state st ∈ S, where it selects an action at ∈ A according to
its policy pi : S → A. The agent then moves to the state
st+1 according to a transition kernel P and receives a reward
rt = r(st, at) drawn from the environment’s reward function
R : S×A. In this paper, we define the enquirer as a parametric
policy piθ where θ is a vector of neural network weights that
will be learnt with RL. At the beginning of an episode, the ini-
tial state corresponds to the list of guests: s0 = {G}. At each
time step t, the enquirer picks the action at by selecting the next
word to utter wt, where wt ∼ piθ(st). The speaker then pro-
nounces the word wt, which is processed to obtain xt before
being appended to the state st+1 = st ∪ {xt}. After T words,
the state sT = {g,x} is provided to the guesser. The enquirer
is rewarded whenever the guesser identifies the speaker, i.e.
r(st, at) = 0 if t < T and r(sT , aT ) = 1[argmaxkp(gk|sT )=g∗]
where 1 is the indicator function.
3.2. Enquirer optimization Process
In RL, policy search aims at learning the policy piθ∗ that maxi-
mizes the expected return by directly optimizing the policy pa-
rameters θ. More precisely, we search to maximize the mean
value defined as J(θ) = Epiθ
[∑T
t=1 γ
t−1r(st, at)
]
. To do so,
the policy parameters are updated in the direction of the gradient
of J(θ). In practice, direct approximation of ∇J(θ) may lead
to destructively large policy updates, may converge to a poor
deterministic policy at early training and it has a high variance.
In this paper, we thus use the recent Proximal Policy Optimiza-
tion approach (PPO) [10]. PPO clips the gradient estimate to
have smooth policy updates, adds an entropy term to soften the
policy distribution [11], and introduce a parametric baseline to
reduce the gradient variance [10, 12].
4. Experimental Protocol
We first detail the data we used to create the ISR game before
describing the speech processing phase. Finally, we present the
neural training procedure.
4.1. Dataset
We build the ISR game using the TIMIT corpus [13]. This
dataset contains the voice recordings of 630 speakers with eight
different accents. Each speaker uttered ten sentences, where
two sentences are shared among all the speakers, and the eight
others differ. Sentences are encoded as 16-bit, 16kHz wave-
forms. First, we define the ISR vocabulary by extracting the
words of the two shared sentences, so the enquirer module may
always request these words whatever the target speaker. In to-
tal, we obtained twenty distinct words such as dark, year, carry
while dropping the uninformative specifier a. Second, we use
the eight remaining sentences to build the speakers’ voice print.
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Figure 2: (Left) The guesser must retrieve the speaker in the list of guests. (Right) The enquirer must select the next word to utter.
4.2. Audio Processing
Following [8, 14, 15], we first down-sample the waveform to
8kHz before extracting the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient
(MFCC). We use MFCCs of dimension 20 with a frame-length
of 25ms, mean-normalized over a sliding window of three sec-
onds. We then process the MFCCs features through a pre-
trained X-Vector network to obtain a high quality voice em-
bedding of fixed dimension 128, where the X-Vector network
is trained on augmented Switchboard [16], Mixer 6 [17], and
NIST SREs [18]1. To get the spoken word representation (word
that the enquirer will query), we split the two shared sentences
into individual words by following the TIMIT word timestamps.
We then extract the X-Vector of each word wt of every speaker
k to obtain xkt . We compute the voice print by extracting the X-
Vector of the eight remaining sentences before averaging them
into a final vector of size 128 for each guest gk.
4.3. Speaker Recognition Neural Modules
We here describe the ISR training details and illustrate the neu-
ral architectures in Figure 2.
Guesser. To model the guesser, we first model the guest by
averaging the voice print into a single vector gˆ = 1
K
∑
gk. We
then pool the X-Vectors with an attention layer conditioned on
gˆ to get the guesser embedding xˆ [20]:
et = MLP ([xt, gˆ]) ; α = softmax(e) ; xˆ =
∑
t
αtxt,
where [.,.] is the concatenation operator and MLP is a multi-
layer perceptron with one hidden layer of size 256. We concate-
nate the guesser embedding with the guest voice print before
projecting them through a MLP of size 512. Finally, we use a
softmax to estimate the probability pk of each guest to be the
speaker, i.e. p(gk = g∗|x, g) = softmax(MLP ([gk, xˆ])).
Both MLP have ReLU activations [21] with a dropout ratio of
0.5% [22]. The guesser is trained by minimizing the cross-
entropy with ADAM [23], a batch size of 1024 and an initial
learning rate of 3.10−4 over 45k games with five random guests.
Enquirer. To model the enquirer, we first represent the pseudo-
sequence of words by feeding the X-Vectors into a bidirec-
tional LSTM [24] to get the word hidden state x¯t of dimen-
sion 2*128. Note that we use a start token for the first it-
eration. In parallel, we average the voice print into a single
vector g¯ = 1
K
∑
gk to get the guest context. We then con-
catenate the word hidden state and the guest context before
1available in kaldi library [19] at http://www.kaldi-asr.
org/models/m3)
processing them through a one-hidden-layer MLP of size 256
with ReLU. Finally, a softmax activation estimates the proba-
bility of requesting the speaker to utter wt+1 as the next word:
p(wt+1|xt, · · · , x1, g) = softmax
(
MLP ([x¯t, g¯])
)
. The en-
quirer is trained by maximizing the reward encoded as the the
guesser success ratio with PPO [10]. We use the ADAM opti-
mizer [23] with a learning rate of 5e-3 and gradient clipping of
1 [25]. We performed 80k episodes of length T = 3 steps and
K = 5 random guests. When applying PPO, we use an entropy
coefficient of 0.01, a PPO clipping of 0.2, a discount factor of
0.9, an advantage coefficient of 0.95, and we apply four training
batches of size 512 every 1024 transitions.
5. Experiments
We run all experiments over five seeds, and report the mean and
one-standard deviation when not specified otherwise.
5.1. Guesser Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the guesser accuracy in different
settings. As mentioned, we opt to request T = 3 words to iden-
tify the speaker among K = 5 guests. In this default setting, a
random policy has a success ratio of 20%, whereas the neural
model reaches 74.1% ± 0.2 on the test set. As the guesser is
trained on random words, these scores may be seen as an ISR
lower-bound for the enquirer, which would later refine the word
selection toward improving the guesser success ratio. Thus,
this setting shows an excellent ratio between task difficulty and
guesser initial success, allowing to train the enquirer with a rel-
atively dense reward signal.
Word Sweep. We assess the guesser quality to successfully per-
form speaker recognition when increasing the number of words
T in Figure 3a. We observe that a single word only gives 50%
speaker retrieval, but the accuracy keeps improving when re-
questing more words. Noticeably, collecting the full vocabulary
only scores up to 97% accuracy.
Guest Sweep. We report the impact of the number of guests K
in Figure 3b. The guesser accuracy quickly collapses when in-
creasing the number of guests with K = 50 having a 46% suc-
cess ratio. As the number of words remains small, the guesser
experiences increasing difficulty in discriminating the guests.
One way to address this problem would be to use a Probabilis-
tic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) [26] to enforce a dis-
criminative space and explicitly separate the guests based on
their class.
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Figure 3: (a-b) Guesser test accuracy, respectively varying the number of words (resp. guests) being used (c) Enquirer test accuracy
varying the number of queried words. The RL enquirer outperforms the heuristic baseline when selecting a low number of words.
Figure 4: Enquirer test accuracy averaged over 3 random seeds
5.2. Enquirer Evaluation
Model. As previously mentioned, the enquirer aims to find
the best sequence of words w that maximizes the guesser
accuracy by interacting with the speaker. At each time
step, we thus select the word with the highest probability
p(wt+1|xt, · · · , x1, g) according to the policy without replace-
ment, i.e., the model never requests the same word twice.
Baseline. We compare our approach to two baselines: a random
policy, and a heuristic policy. As the name suggests, the random
baseline picks T random words without replacement. To ob-
tain a strong baseline, we pre-select words by taking advantage
of the guesser model, where we value a sequence of words by
computing the guesser accuracy over η = 20000 games. Opti-
mally, we want to iterate over every tuple of words to retrieve
the optimal set; yet, it is computationally intractable as it re-
quires η ∗ (V
T
)
estimations. Therefore, we opt for a heuristic
sampling mechanisms. We curated a list of the most discrimi-
nant words (words that increase globally the recognition scores)
and sample among those instead of the whole list.
Results. In our default setting, the random baseline reaches
74.1% ± 0.2 speaker identification, and the heuristic baseline
scores up to 85.1%. The RL enquirer obtains up to 88.6%±0.5,
showing that it successfully leverages the guests’ voice prints to
refine its policy. We show the RL training in Figure 4. At early
training, we observe that the ISR module still has high variance,
and may behave randomly. However, RL enquirer steadily im-
proves upon training, and it consistently outperforms the heuris-
tic baseline.
Word Diversity. To verify whether the enquirer adapts its pol-
icy to the guests, we generate a game for every speaker in the
test set, and collect the requested words. We then compute the
overlap Ω between the tuple of words by estimating the aver-
aged Jaccard-index [27] of every pair of speakers as follow:
Ω =
1∑N−1
n n
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j=i
J(wi,wj) ; where J(A,B) =
A ∩B
A ∪B
where N is the number of speakers in the test set and wi is
the word tuple of game i. Intuitively, the lower this number,
the more diverse the policy, e.g, the deterministic policy have a
Jaccard-index of 1. In the default setting, the random policy has
an index of 0.14 while the RL agent has an index of 0.65. Thus,
the requested words are indeed diverse.
Requesting Additional Words We here study the impact of
increasing the number of words T requested by the enquirer
(see Figure 3c for results). First, we observe that the ISR mod-
ule manages to outperform the heuristic policy when requesting
two to four words, showing that the interaction with the speaker
is beneficial in the low data regime. This effect unsurprisingly
diminishes when increasing the number of words. However, we
noticed that the enquirer always outputs the same words when
t = 1. It suggests that the model faces some difficulties con-
textualizing the guests’ voice print before listening to the first
speaker utterance. We assume that more advanced multimodal
architecture, e.g., multimodal transformers [28, 29], may ease
representation learning, further improving the ISR agent.
6. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper, we introduced the Interactive Speaker Recogni-
tion paradigm as an interactive game to improve speaker recog-
nition accuracy while querying only a few words. We formal-
ize it as a Markov Decision Process and train a neural model
using Reinforcement Learning. We showed empirically that the
ISR model successfully personalizes the words it requests to im-
prove speaker identification, outperforming two non-interactive
baselines. Future directions can include : scaling to bigger
datasets [30, 31], scaling up vocabulary size [32–34] Our pro-
tocol may go beyond speaker recognition. The model can be
adapted to select speech segments in the context of Text-To-
Speech training. Interactive querying may also prevent mali-
cious voice generator usage by asking complex words to the
generator in a speaker verification setting.
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